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Grammaticality vs. Probability

“I think we are forced to conclude that ... 

probabilistic models give no particular insight into 
some of the basic problems of syntactic structure.”

- Chomsky (1957)
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Grammaticality vs. Probability (Chomsky, 1957)

colorless green ideas sleep furiously  

furiously sleep ideas green colorless
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Grammaticality vs. Probability (Pereira, 2001)

colorless green ideas sleep furiously  

(-40.44514457)

furiously sleep ideas green colorless

(-51.41419769)

This is not only a probabilistic model, but a probabilistic 
language model (Saul & Pereira (1997) Agglomerative Markov 
Process). 4



(-39.5588693)

colorless sleep green ideas furiously

colorless ideas furiously green sleep

colorless sleep furiously green ideas

colorless green ideas sleep furiously  

(-40.44514457)

furiously sleep ideas green colorless

(-51.41419769) 

green furiously colorless ideas sleep

green ideas sleep colorless furiously

(-51.69151925)
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10,657 (English) examples taken from linguistics papers.

LSTM LM + threshold:
• 65.2% In-domain Accuracy
• 71.1% Out-of-domain Accuracy
Not bad?

CGISF too small?
CoLA (Warstadt et al., 2019)
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CGISF too small?
CoLA (Warstadt et al., 2019)

10,657 (English) examples taken from linguistics papers.

LSTM LM + threshold:
• 65.2% In-domain Accuracy
• 71.1% Out-of-domain Accuracy
Not bad?

But, roughly 71% of their test set are 
labelled positively.
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Grammaticality vs. Probability:
Accuracy isn’t the most suitable
Point-biserial Correlations (PBC) is a better way to go

100% accuracy 100% accuracy
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Hu et al. (2020)
Reflexive Anaphor Licensing
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Baseline
Distractor
Ungrammatical

The {banker, pilot} said that the {pilot, banker} hurt herself
The {bankers, pilots} said that the {pilot, banker} hurt herself
*The {banker, pilot} said that the {pilots, bankers} hurt herself

Hu et al. (2020) Reflexive Anaphor Licensing (exp. 1b)

Experiment 1b: Sentential complement



Grammaticality vs. Probability:
Accuracy isn’t the most suitable
Point-biserial Correlations (PBC) is a better way to go

100% accuracy 100% accuracy

0.25 PBC 0.73 PBC
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Hu et al. (2020)
Reflexive Anaphor Licensing



PBC with CoLA
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OpenAI’s GPT-2 has been promoted as “an AI” that exemplifies an emergent 
understanding of language after mere unsupervised training on about 40GB of 
webpage text.  It sounds really convincing in interviews:

• Q: Which technologies are worth watching in 2020?
A: I would say it is hard to narrow down the list. The world is full of disruptive 
technologies with real and potentially huge global impacts. The most 
important is artificial intelligence, which is becoming exponentially more 
powerful. There is also the development of self-driving cars. There is a lot that 
we can do with artificial intelligence to improve the world….

• Q: Are you worried that ai [sic] technology can be misused?
A: Yes, of course. But this is a global problem and we want to tackle it with 
global solutions…. 

--- “An artificial intelligence predicts the future”, The World in 2020 – The Economist

Surely something this sophisticated can predict grammaticality, right?

What about GPT-2?
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• Should conclusions about grammaticality be based upon 
scientific experimentation or self-congratulatory PR stunts?

• People are very good at attributing interpretations to natural 
phenomena that defy interpretation.

Wrong
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• Is grammaticality really a discrete variable?
• Several have argued that a presumed correlation between neural 

language models and grammaticality suggests that grammaticality 
should be viewed as gradient (Lau et al., 2017; Sprouse et al., 
2018).

• Eliciting grammaticality ≠ blindly probing the elephant.
• Numerous papers on individual features of grammaticality (Linzen

et al., 2016; Bernardy & Lappin, 2017; Gulordava et al., 2018).

• How do you sample grammaticality judgements?
• Round-trip machine translation of grammatical sentences for 

generating ungrammatical strings (Lau et al., 2014;2015).

• Acceptability judgements (Sprouse & Almeida 2012; Sprouse et al., 
2013) are not quite the same thing – experimental subjects can 
easily be misled by interpretability. 

Legitimate Points of Concern
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If language models are no good at predicting grammaticality, then what 
are they doing?

We sampled the BNC by:
1) Using the 27 grammatical part-of-speech tag sequences from the 

CGISF permutations,

2) Using ClausIE (Del Corro and Gemulla, 2013) to ensure that 
our sequences exactly matched 5-word clauses.

This resulted in 36 5-word clauses from the BNC that are both 
grammatical and interpretable.

Grammaticality vs. Interpretability
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PBC with BNC/CGISF provenance
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There are more successful methods (Warstadt et al., 2018; Liu et 
al., 2019; Lan et al., 2019; Raffel et al., 2019), but they are:

1) supervised with +/- grammaticality judgements (unlike LMs),

2) based upon neural language models, but clamp on a classifier 
that takes LM embeddings as inputs,

3) trained on CoLA (which has been split into training, 
development and test sets)

The results:

• Accuracy: between 65-71% (not everyone reports this)

• MCC: 0.253 - 0.7

Is Grammaticality Testing Beyond our Grasp?
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• Grammaticality prediction remains a practical challenge.

• It is hard to imagine that the next breakthrough in 
accuracies/correlations of grammaticality prediction would not 
use statistical modelling of some kind (pace Chomsky).

• But it seems unlikely that that breakthrough would come solely 
from a statistical language model.

• Language models have developed the way that they have 
because making sense is more important than being 
grammatical.

Future Work
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Our ACL 2019 submission:  What Chomsky (1957) 
originally claimed still essentially holds: current language 
models do not have the ability to produce grammaticality 
judgements.

ACL 2019 reviewer:  The treatment of the research 
literature … comes across as inflammatory.

Scandal!
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Our ACL 2019 submission:  What Chomsky (1957) 
originally claimed still essentially holds: current language 
models do not have the ability to produce grammaticality 
judgements.

The ACL needs to stop taking its cues from blog posts and 
to start setting an appropriately critical, scientific 
standard for answering this question.

For now, perhaps only one person agrees with our claim…

Scandal!
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